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Abstract

Under the provisions of S.2585 of the Civil Code dedicated to the law applicable to the promise of marriage and of S.79 – S.81 Italian Civil Code; Chapter IV, entitled "Family relations" of Law no. 218/1995 regarding the reform of the Italian system of private international law, as well as the provisions of S.115 and S.116 C. Italian Civil Code we will show the applicable law and the substantive conditions needed for concluding the promise of marriage between a Romanian citizen and an Italian citizen.
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1. The substantive conditions required for the conclusion of the promise of marriage in the Romanian private international law (Anitei, 2016, pp. 1-2)

Art. 2585 of the Civil Code is dedicated to the law applicable to the promise of marriage

Paragraph 1 states: "The substantive conditions required for the conclusion of the promise of marriage are determined by the national law of each of the intending spouses on the date of the conclusion of promise."
Paragraph 2 rules: "The effects of the promise of marriage and the consequences of breaching them are governed by one of these laws, in this order:

- the law of common habitual residence of the intending spouses on the date of the promise of marriage;

- common national law of the intending spouses when they do not have the habitual residence in the same State;

- Romanian law, in the absence of common national law."

By studying the provisions of S.2585 (1) Civil Code we will try to answer the following questions:

1. What law applies in relation to the promise of marriage (Diaconu, 2019, pp. 174-175) to future Romanian citizens who have their habitual residence abroad?

   In case the future fiancées are Romanian citizens with their habitual residence abroad, the substantive conditions established by the Romanian law shall apply to the promise of marriage.

2. What law applies to the promise of marriage to the future fiancé, of whom one is a Romanian citizen and the other a foreign citizen with their habitual residence in Romania?

   If a future fiancé is a Romanian citizen and the other future fiancé is a foreign citizen (for example a French citizen) with a habitual residence in Romania, the following laws regarding the promise of marriage shall apply to them: for the Romanian citizen, in terms of the basic conditions of the promise the marriage law (engagement) the Romanian law shall apply and for the fiancé who is a foreign citizen, (for example a Italian citizen) in terms of the substantive conditions of the marriage promise (engagement) his/her national law (in our case the Romanian law) shall apply.

3. What law applies in relation to the promise of marriage to the future fiancé, of whom one is a Romanian citizen and the other a foreign citizen with their habitual residence abroad?
If a future fiancé is a Romanian citizen and the other future fiancé is a foreign citizen (for example an Italian citizen) with their habitual residence abroad (for example France), the following laws shall apply in relation to the promise of marriage: for the Romanian citizen, in terms of the conditions of the promise of marriage (engagement) the Romanian law shall apply and for the fiancé who is a foreign citizen, (for example an Italian citizen) in terms of the substantive conditions of the promise of marriage (engagement), their national law (in our case the Italian law) shall apply.

4. What law applies to foreign citizens engaged with the same citizenship and habitual residence in Romania if they want to conclude the promise of marriage (engagement) in Romania?

To the engaged foreign citizens with the same citizenship (for example, Spanish citizenship) who have their habitual residence in Romania and want to conclude the promise of marriage (engagement) on the territory of Romania in terms of the substantive conditions their national law (in our case the Spanish law) will be applied.

5. What law applies to foreign citizens engaged with different citizens with their habitual residence in Romania if they want to conclude the promise of marriage (engagement) in Romania?

If both future fiancées have different foreign citizenships (one is of Spanish citizenship and the other is of French citizenship) and they reside in Romania and they want to conclude the promise of marriage (engagement) in Romania in terms of the substantive conditions their national law (in our case the law Spanish for the Spanish citizen and the French law for the French citizen) will be applied.

6. What law applies to future fiancées who do not have any citizenship but have their habitual residence in Romania and want to conclude the promise of marriage in Romania?

To this question we find the answer in paragraph (3) of S.2568 Civil Code that states: "In the case of the person who has no citizenship, the reference to the national law is meant to be the reference to the law of the state where he/she has his/her habitual residence." So, in case of the future
fiancées who do not have any citizenship but have their habitual residence in Romania and want to conclude the promise of marriage (engagement) in Romania, the Romanian law will be applied as the law of the state where they have their habitual residence.

7. What law applies to the future fiancé who does not have any citizenship but has his/her habitual residence in another state and wants to conclude the promise of marriage (engagement) in Romania?

In the case of the future fiancées who do not have any citizenship but have their habitual residence in another state (for example Italy) and want to conclude the promise of marriage (the engagement) in Romania, the foreign law (in our case the Italian law) will be applied as the law of the state where he/she has his/her habitual residence.

2. The law applicable to the substantive conditions of the promise of marriage in Italian law

The regulation of the engagement in the Italian private international law is made in S.79 – S.81 Italian Civil Code; Law no. 218/1995 on the reform of the Italian system of private international law, in Chapter IV, entitled “Family relations” as well as in the provisions of S.115 and S.116 Italian Civil Code classified by the Italian doctrine as "provisions of private international law" (Mosconi & Campiglio, 2016, p. 87), which refers to "the marriage of an Italian citizen abroad and of a foreign citizen in Italy."

The scope of application of the norms of Law no. 218/1995 on the reform of the Italian system of private international law must be limited according to the characteristics of the institution of marriage in the Italian legal system because the expressions: “marriage, fiancées and spouses,” provided in S.26 – S.32 of the mentioned law represent the traditional conception of the Italian legislator in the matter of marriage and the classification will be made according to it. Therefore, the family-marriage relationships are considered to be those stable (and therefore not simulated) unions between people of opposite gender who freely express their will in the presence of a public authority invested in this respect.

S.26 of Law no. 218/1995 defines the promise of marriage and shows the effects of its breach. These are regulated by: the common national law of future spouses or, in its absence, by the Italian law.
From the provisions of S.26 of Law no. 218/1995 we observe that, whenever the national law of spouses is the same law, this will be applied in order to validate the substantive conditions of the promise of marriage concluded in Italy, regardless of the country of residence of the future spouses.

In case the common national law is absent, the fiancées have different citizenship or are stateless the promise of marriage will be subject to Italian law in this respect.

We note that, the Italian law is imperatively applied in the above situation. It is one of the few situations in which the Italian legislature departs from the principle of equality between the Italian law (lex fori) and the foreign law. This imbalance is justified by the need to limit the use of public order in order to avoid the interference of undesirable effects in the Italian legal order as application of foreign law. However, this need can arise only when future spouses are citizens of different states.

Another operating rule intended to regulate the capacity of future spouses is the one provided by the mechanism of remittance, as there are numerous systems of private international law, and not only between the states of common law which provide the application of the law of domicile or residence. Therefore, when considering the marriage of a person residing in Italy, whose national law determines the matrimonial capacity and the other conditions of the law of the state of residence, in accordance with S.13 (1) (b) of Law 218/1995, the Italian law will be applied. When considering instead a person residing in a third state the conflict of laws on the conditions of marriage of which uses the connection point of the residence, accepting in this way the resubmission, based on S.13 (1) (a) of Law 218/1995, the law of the third state shall apply. In both cases, S.116 Italian Civil Code which requires the foreign fiancé to submit a certificate of the possibility of concluding the marriage in the country the citizen of which he/she is will apply.

From the provisions of S.27 of Law 218/1995 on the reform of the Italian system of private international law, it follows that, in principle, the marital capacity and the existence of possible impediments must be evaluated for each spouse based on the national law, at the time of the conclusion of the engagement. The article presented can also be interpreted within the meaning that in the perspective of a marriage still not concluded if there is an impediment provided by one of the laws, that impediment should be studied according to the national law and that impediment could result in the
failure to conclude the engagement. When checking the validity of a marriage (even after an engagement) the competent authorities must refer to this article.

1. **Applicable law and substantive conditions for concluding the promise of marriage between a Romanian citizen and an Italian citizen**

   In the case where a Romanian citizen engages with an Italian citizen, we have two situations:

   1. If the engagement is concluded on the Romanian territory the substantive conditions for the Romanian citizen are regulated by the Romanian law, and for the Italian citizen by the Italian law;

   2. If the engagement is concluded on the territory of Italy, as we deal with different citizenships, the substantive conditions of both fiancées will be regulated by the Italian law.

   In both cases, when the law applicable to the substantive conditions is the Romanian one, (Anitei, 2011, pp. 109-119) respectively, the Italian one, a careful analysis of the notion of "substantive conditions" and therefore of the primary classification of the concepts used is required.

   As in Romanian law (Diaconu, 2013, pp. 174-175), the Italian regulations do not oblige one to perform the conclusion of the marriage as a consequence of the conclusion of the promise of marriage. Moreover, the mentioned laws specify, by means of S.266 Romanian Civil Code and S.79 Italian Civil Code, that if the law of one of the parties obliges to the conclusion of the marriage as a corollary of the conclusion of the promise of marriage, the judge called to settle such a relation should evaluate the limitation of the internal public order in relation to the foreign law. In this case, the norms mentioned in the civil codes could be interpreted as necessary and immediate rules of application and the internal provisions of Romanian and Italian private international law would regulate only the residual aspects of the respective relations” (Mosconi, & Campiglio, 2016, p. 85).

   It should be emphasized that, similarly to Romanian domestic law, in S.81 the Italian Civil Code mentions the essential condition of the mutual and free promise of the engagement, while the rest of the provisions of S.79 – S.81 have the function of determining the conditions, even the formal
ones, in order to have a valid promise and at the same time to determine the consequences of their breach.
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